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Drift is our brand new range of modular sofas that just love to show off their curves...

With a variety of angles, curves and customisable back styles, Drift allows you to take on the role of 
designer and be as creative as you wish. 

So whether you wish to create open-plan communal seating configurations perfect for sharing ideas 
and socialising, or private zones for focus, work and study, the Drift range empowers you to do so.
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w 2100 | d 640 | h 820
X-0

rad 4055 | d 640 | h 820
X-30

rad 2100 | d 640 | h 820
X-60

rad 1485 | d 640 | h 820
X-90

w 1400 | d 640 | h 820
Y-0

rad 2100 | d 640 | h 820
Y-40

rad 4055 | d 640 | h 820
Y-20

rad 1485 | d 640 | h 820
Y-60

“The drift range conforms to the flow of angles, 
creating organic & creative seating layouts for 

work and recreation.”shapes & sizes





Each piece of the drift range comes with configuration 
options for the number of backs to further customise 
each layout to its required environment.
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“The drift range conforms to the flow of angles, 
creating organic & creative seating layouts for 

work and recreation.”

The X range comes with 3 choices of back pieces and likewise the Y 
range comes with 2. These can be configured to any preference (see 
examples below) in any combination to produce working or meeting 
zones across the flow of a modular layout.

1 & 2 Only 3 None

back styles



Drift is a fully modular furniture range, allowing it 
to be configured in any shape and size to best fit 
its environment or purpose.
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“The drift range conforms to the flow of angles, 
creating organic & creative seating layouts for 

work and recreation.”layouts



drift
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fabrics

Chieftain / Just Colour
Designed to withstand the rigorous demands of every 
day contract use,the Just Colour vinyl range features a 
rich blend of vivid contemporary colours along with 
warm, classic neutrals in a clinically smooth texture.

Panaz / Aston

A premium faux leather that is among the best in the market 
for both style and practicality. Aston tops all of its rival vinyls 
for durability, scratch & stain resistance, and anti-microbial 
technology. What's more, this vinyl has a beautiful textured 
finish to make it look just like real leather.

A top-performing vinyl range boasting well over 80    
colours (enquire to see more). Spectrum Faux Leather 
is a hard-wearing, wiepable vinyl with a protective finish 
proven to resist staining, scuffing and abrasion.

Spectrum / Faux 

Camira / Advantage

Sunbury / Atlanta

A super-strong, ultra-durable, UV-resistant, waterproof fabric  
that will meet the demands of even the heaviest contract use. 
Atlanta is a popular choice for schools, colleges, community 
centres and the like given that as well as being hard-wearing  
and washable, it offers a terrific range of bright and bold colours.

Camira / Mainline

Camira / Denim

Band Supplier/Design Sample QualitiesColoursDescription



drift
Camira / Blazer

Camira / Hemp+
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fabrics
Band Supplier/Design Sample QualitiesColoursDescription

Vista Curve Config:
Atlanta Green 6809

Geo Sofas w/ Outside Arms:
 Aston Indigo
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